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Chapter 7

When mixed-skill ensemble
becomes social practice art

Adam Tinkle

Context

In cultural contexts (e.g. the modern West) in which the arts are formally taught
(e.g. in schools, universities, and conservatories), it seems we define each form of
artistry as a specialised skill, the practice of which requires specialised training. And
yet, human participation in art is also widely regarded as a cultural ‘universal’;
artistic experience and artistic participation are, or at least should be, inalienable,
part of what is common (Blacking 1974). Isn’t this a contradiction?
During the aesthetic and political upheavals of the 1960s, the pendulum swung

towards the belief in the universality of artistic expression. With a politics of lib-
eration in the zeitgeist, many began to see the structures through which the arts
were presented as inherently elitist and exclusionary (Frieling 2008). Western
artistic avant-gardes moved towards an understanding of art as linked to everyday
life, and questioned hierarchies separating quotidian action from the highly trained
practices of the arts. John Cage, Judson Dance, Happenings, and Fluxus all helped
to promulgate a ‘de-skilling’ of performance, a postmodern aesthetic of broad-
based participation that welcomed amateurism (Bishop 2011; Tinkle 2015).
Bringing this idea to its sloganeering nub and making explicit its political ambi-
tions, Joseph Beuys said ‘every human being is an artist’, (Bishop 2006: 125) and
devoted himself to the project of what he called ‘social sculpture’ (Bishop 2006:
120).1 Such forerunners to the field of social practice art, open the concept of art
to include the direct shaping of social relations, often through actions that invite
participation by a non-exclusive audience (Allen 2011).
But hasn’t music always been a social practice? Musicking (Small 1998)

entails sculpting social relationships, entraining our bodies and minds in time,
and heightening our social bondedness. Ethnomusicologists have long cited
non-Western and vernacular musics to show that elitist, exclusionary norms
endemic to Western Art Music are hardly universal, hegemonic as they might
seem in educational and high-culture settings (Blacking 1974). This lessons-
from-the-world approach might share with social practice artists a similar
diagnosis of the invidious Western distinctions between artist and non-artist,
but offer a different prognosis: rather than prescribing a ‘de-skilling’ such that
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no one may be excluded from art-making for lack of training, we might instead
take inspiration from music traditions like the dance-drumming traditions of
sub-Saharan Africa – an oft-cited exemplar of socially cohesive musicking – to
figure out how the world’s participatory music cultures facilitate co-perfor-
mance by those with a lot of skill and those with little to no skill (Campbell
1991, Turino 2008).
While those trained in Western Art Music might see formal music pedagogy

as the obvious way to facilitate the inclusion of untrained (non)musician, it is
not the only way. Various popular, vernacular, and experimental musics suggest
different pathways to musical participation, but Anglo-American experimental
music from the late 1960s has most directly inspired me. The Portsmouth
Sinfonia celebrated the sound of inexperience, while the Scratch Orchestra was
defined by its founders – including legendary improviser-composer Cornelius
Cardew – as a mixed-skill ensemble, one that would erect no hierarchies
between its musically trained and untrained members (Nyman 1999). Musica
Elettronica Viva, best known as pioneers of electroacoustic free improvisation,
also proclaimed early in their career that ‘everyone is a musician’, and solicited
audience participation in early improvisations such as ‘Sound Pool’, which
requested that ‘everyone bring a sound and add it to the pool’, leaving only
performers and no audience (Beal 2009: 99ff.).2 In the tear-it-all-down-and-
begin-again spirit of the era, these groups defined the ability to participate in
music-making as innate, not transmitted or training-dependent. To make music
participatory, they redefined musicianship itself, asking people to engage in
sound-making practices that required no traditionally enculturated musical
skills, thereby elevating amateurism and everyday sound-making as forms of
‘musicianship’ worthy of aesthetic attention.

Making experimental music pedagogical

In 2010, along with a group of fellow graduate students at the University of
California, San Diego, I initiated a music programme for kids aged 8–12 in
a community centre in a low-socioeconomic-status community where there
were few arts education opportunities. The invitation came with challenges:
children with no prior music training, no access to musical instruments, and
little funding that might guarantee or regularise the workshops from term to
term. But, it also came with a guarantee of total freedom and self-deter-
mination with respect to curriculum. We realised that had a rare chance to
explore the potential conjunction of community arts activism with our own
experimental musical practices. Our focuses ranged from free improvisation
and analogue electronics to conceptualist composition and avant-garde
instrumental techniques. One of our decisive early decisions was that we
would use this teaching opportunity as a testing ground to ask: what might
experimental music practices offer to the novice music classroom (Tinkle
2015)?
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At the beginning of this project, which became known as the Universal
Language Orchestra (or ULO), we threw into the weekly workshops every
strategy we could think of or mine from our knowledge of experimental
music. We had children amplify everyday objects, build experimental
musical instruments, and make sounds using their bodies. We showed them
ways to direct one another’s playing through graphic notations and systems
of hand gestures. We asked them to build programmatic compositions of
illustrative sounds around spoken narratives and to improvise with light-
sensitive synthesisers. Free improvisation, especially the non-idiomatic vari-
eties, also inspired our aesthetics and furnished strategies for organising
sound material and time. But centring these diverse experiments was the
philosophical thread, pulled from 1960s experimentalism, which I refer to
(above) as ‘de-skilling’: Our workshops were premised on the understanding
that these children, despite their lack of musical training, were equipped not
only to make sounds but to creatively make meaningful choices in sound.
Thus, perhaps the most apposite precedent was Cardew’s idea of a ‘scratch
orchestra’, a non-hierarchical ensemble in which novice sound-making and
the production of everyday noises would be welcome, and even the rawest
beginner would be encouraged to compose for and lead the group (Cardew
1969).
Thus, our workshops strongly de-emphasised the core activity of many

youth orchestras: the development of instrumental skill through practice.
We encouraged participants to compose melodic cells, textures, and
structures for the group (understanding that, to greater and lesser extents,
orchestra members’ responses to these notations would be improvised),
and to guide the group through gestural conducted improvisation. We
hoped to instil competencies which might be even more broadly useful,
perhaps even beyond music: inventiveness, ideation, nimbleness, a colla-
borative spirit, and a sonic curiosity that might lead to broader inquisi-
tiveness about the world. Positing that there was no ‘right way’ to make
sounds, we urged participants to take authorial agency over choice-making
at every level, and emphasised the relationship between causes and
sounding effects: when I touch this object in this way, what sound does it
make? When I present the monochord players with this notation or signal,
what will they do? And how will that sound with what the metallophone
section is doing right now?
Through this inquiry-driven approach, we hoped to embolden youth

creatively, regardless of their experience level, and ‘de-programme’ them of
elitist and exclusionary beliefs about who can make music (or make any-
thing else). While we abandoned instrumental skill-building, we articulated
an alternative ‘instrumentalism’, in which music is a means to other ends, as
part of an effort to justify what such an unconventional music experience
could nonetheless offer the individual learner.
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Finding paradox in my pedagogy, and potential in
participation

A scratch orchestra as an educational intervention, I discovered however, is
almost inherently paradoxical. We designed the ULO’s workshops to ensure
that anyone could participate, but this commitment to inclusivity, along with
our minute resources and rudimentary sound-making tools, more or less
ensured that the workshops couldn’t provide the familiar ladder to mastery that
is the backbone of most music teaching. This problem came into focus with
the ensemble’s ‘veterans’, who, returning after participation in prior terms,
hungered for new challenges and understandably chafed at the regular influx of
newcomers needing orientation. Yet it was precisely our openness to the
newcomers, their fundamental equality as potential participants, that was the
core of our philosophy of radical inclusivity. The returning participants,
meanwhile, had signed up for a ‘music workshop’, and they had stuck with it;
couldn’t they reasonably expect to leave with some musical skills? Here, our
utopian vision hit a snag: it was proving difficult to reconcile the idea of de-
skilling with a commitment to offering the type of pedagogic benefit that par-
ticipants expected.
Yet even as I questioned the coherence of the ULO’s guiding philosophy, I

couldn’t deny that a large part of what brought me back for each new term was
that I was finding the project to be intellectually generative, dialoguing with
and casting new light upon the 1960s precedents that had inspired it. John
Cage wrote that experimental music entailed ‘act[s] the outcome of which [are]
unknown’ (Cage 1961: 13). Our orchestra was just such an experiment, and its
outcomes were both unpredictable and productive; it seemed we had hit on a
rare conjunction of theoretical questions, musical tactics, and participant pool,
one which yielded music unlike any I had ever heard. As a direct result of the
players’ novicehood and inability to execute conventional and familiar musical
patterns, the ensemble couldn’t help but produce fresh, new, unheard sounds.
In this sense, the music seemed to hold aesthetic value independent from its
function as a means to an end (whether that end be performance competency
on a musical instrument or more domain-general competencies).
By contrast, when I ordinarily encounter a concert by student musicians,

‘student’ seems a negative modifier of ‘musician’, Insofar as pedagogical music-
making functions fundamentally as a means towards future music-making, the
music seems to advertise itself as less musical than the unmarked music of non-
students. The student can be understood to represent an absence: a dearth of
training, a comparative lack of skill. Pedagogy, as conventionally understood, is
the work of filling this absence, replacing un-skill with skill and ignorance with
knowledge. Or at any rate, such is the change levelled by critical pedagogies;
Paolo Freire (2000) and those he influenced have critiqued this conventional
formulation, emphasising what the putative learner already knows. In sympathy
with those critiques, I began to wonder: if I like the ULO’s music so much, if I
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understand it as already valuable, then why must the framing or the focus be on
teaching, or even on learning?
Here is where the question of framing, so critical to today’s social practice

art-making, and to the long history of experimentation with the ontology of
art, became a key influence: what can be defined as capital A ‘Art’ is endlessly
flexible. By experiencing autonomous aesthetic value in the ULO’s music, I
came to feel that framing the group as pedagogical was less useful than framing
it as participatory art-making. By framing ensemble members as learners, I
emphasise their current incapacity, the fact that they do not ‘have’ music
already. By framing them as simply musicians (unmarked, unmodified), what is
projected instead is their capacity, their already-in-place readiness and ability to
be makers of Art. By extension, when we thus mark novices – those who
would seem to be least able or prepared to participate – as viable participants,
we send the message that arts participation is available to anyone and everyone,
irrespective of qualification.
Relatedly, if the group’s music is framed as the intentional outcome of a set

of experiments in dialogue with an artistic history (Fluxus, Scratch, free
improvisation, etc.), it might carry some interest for a wider public. In this
light, I thought, our music ought to be heard – and not just by the families of
the participants. With newfound confidence in the value of the music itself and
not just learning outcomes of the music-making process (e.g. agency, creativity,
and anti-hierarchical consciousness), we began presenting the group’s concerts
at conferences, festivals, and venues across the region.

Mixed-skill ensemble as social sculpture

We planned our own little festival in the ensemble’s home neighbourhood,
too. This event interspersed performances by the ULO with performances by
fellow experimental musicians who had heard or been roped into helping with
the group over the years. But our tidy schedule for the event was superseded
by a spontaneous jam session, when, without any grand or formal invitation,
some ULO participants took the stage and joined in to play during the sets of
some of the adult performers. The improvised collaborations that ensued –
across age, skill, and other lines of difference – seemed to deliver on the anti-
hierarchical ideas that had initially animated our objectives and curriculum for
the group. The ULO members had evidently internalised that they were
authorised to share musical space with fellow improvisers.
Thus, in the off-script unfolding of an afternoon of music-making, a musical

improvisation made possible by social improvisation, I came to see the act of
improvising together as a space whereby novice and expert musicians could
simply relate to one another through music, thus bracketing or leaving aside
questions of who ‘knew’ music better and how we had attained our current
skills and abilities. If we wanted to emphasise the accessibility and inclusiveness,
why not simply play with the kids and invite the kids to play with us? The
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strangeness and richness of the music, which had emboldened me to take the
group on tour, only deepened when seasoned improvisers were challenged to
relate to novice players’ sound-making (and vice-versa). Moving decisively
beyond the initial guiding theorisation of the ULO (that de-skilled music-
making could be a means towards other ends), our making music together
across lines of skill now felt clearly like an end in itself.
This, however, is in no way to confuse our activity with ‘art for art’s sake’: its

resonances are undoubtedly political. These, like any tactics for organising music,
suggest parallel ways of organising social relations – and the anti-hierarchical
implications latent in the project’s first stage were, if anything, sharpened with a
few adult players in the mix. But another relational structure is always implicated
when and where music is performed: the one between performer and audience.
Witnessing the spontaneous collaborations occasioned by our neighbourhood
music festival radicalised my understanding of this relationship as well. Surely it
means something for an audience to see young and putatively ‘unskilled’ musicians
engaged in creative sound-making in dialogue with highly skilled professionals.
Staging this spectacle in public, inviting a public to witness an improvisation across
borders of difference, these actions might, like words on picket signs, function as

Figure 7.1 Youth members of the ULO performing in impromptu collaboration with
adult improvisers Adam Goodwin, Bonnie Lander, and Joe Mariglio, at
Sweetwater Summit Regional Park, Spring Valley, CA. Photograph by Jessica
Sullivan
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public speech (is it too grandiloquent to imagine such sounds, then, as a kind of
protest music?): speech that takes the form not of slogans, but rather of questions.
What or who ‘sounds good’ to us? Who should be seen or heard making sounds in
public? What does it mean to witness any Other taking up the space ordinarily
accorded to a dominant group? What habits, structures, and other forces bring
some people together while keeping others apart?
Not only the organisation of our sounds, then, but also the organisation of our

publicly assembled bodies making music: this too carries social meaning and this too can be
understood as an artistic gesture. Was the ULO therefore a Beuysian ‘social sculpture?’
Every time we assembled in public, we certainly ‘made a scene’with our homemade
instruments made of salvage, our wide range of ages and races, our strange-seeming
absence of traditional musical hierarchies, our raw and raucous sonic presence. This
reconceptualisation shattered a mental division I had heretofore maintained between
my work as a teaching artist and my work as an artist. New opportunities seemed
suddenly relevant: We made site-specific performances in museums, sought slots on
festival bills with accomplished professionals. I was commissioned by like-minded
teaching artists to write them pieces like this for their own music workshops. I began
thinking of composing and curriculum-design along the same continuum: in either

Figure 7.2 Members of the ULO perform a site-specific musical response to con-
temporary sculpture on invented and homebuilt instruments, encircling an
iconic Sol Lewitt cube at the Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego.
Photograph by Adam Tinkle
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situation, I could posit structures within which others could compose or otherwise
exercise their own authorial and agentic creativity.
Undoubtedly, new challenges and paradoxes arise with the blurring of lines

between one’s pedagogical and art-making practices. Yet my modest personal dis-
covery remains: when I started allowing myself to freely intermix pedagogical tactics
with framing devices that emphasise the novice’s already-preparedness to make
meaningful sounds, I was freed from my initial assumption that my every interaction
with musical novices ought to be driven by the question of what I should teach them.

Notes
1 As a work of art, a social sculpture includes human activity that strives to structure and

shape society or the environment. The central idea of a social sculptor is an artist who
creates structures in society using language, thoughts, actions, and objects (https://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_sculpture).

2 Musica Elettronica Viva was an Italian network of avant-garde composers, established
in 1966 (Beal 2009).
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